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In the run-up to Freight in the City Expo’s live return to London this

WELCOME

Editorial
Events and projects editor Hayley Pink
If you are interested in taking part in Freight in the City
events as a speaker and have an interesting project,
trial or technology to share, please email
hayley.pink@roadtransport.com

autumn, we take a look at some of the key themes starting to take
shape for this year’s event. Now in its sixth year, the expo has ﬁrmly
established itself as a must-attend day in the diaries of all those
working in the urban logistics ﬁeld.
From the launch of the world’s ﬁrst Direct Vision Standard, to the

rollout of the ﬁrst clean air zones outside of the capital, 2021 has a lot in store
for those delivering into towns and cities.
And that’s without dealing with the ongoing challenges of the coronavirus
pandemic, which has seen operators look for new, Covid-secure ways of
working amid soaring demand for home deliveries.
We also thought it would be helpful to create a snapshot of some of the latest
technology and services coming to market aimed squarely at those delivering
into built-up, urban areas.
Visitors to the live show can expect to see more than 50 exhibitors, including
major OEMs, independent tech ﬁrms, infrastructure experts and much, much
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more.
Check out freightinthecity.com for the latest updates and to see who is taking
part. We hope to see you there on 28 September 2021!
Hayley Pink, events and projects editor, Freight in the City Expo
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Urban logistics brought to life
Freight in the City Expo is back with a
bang this autumn at London’s Alexandra
Palace, so ensure you keep 28 September
free in your diary.
Now in its sixth successful year,
this popular one-day event brings
together the latest commercial vehicles,
technology and services for the urban
logistics sector under one roof.
There will also be a packed
conference agenda running in the centre
of the hall, with a fantastic line-up of
speakers already taking shape. They
will help debate the latest challenges
facing operators delivering into towns
and cities, and, just as importantly, share
shining examples of best pratice in urban
logistics, with safety and sustainability at
the core.
We are delighted to announce that
Scania Trucks will be supporting the
event as our headline partner, with a
show-stopping stand experience awaiting
visitors.
In addition, we are excited to this year
be working with Siemens eMobility on
the creation of a new Charging Zone
area to help operators explore their
electric vehicle charging requirements.
Likewise, we’re thrilled to be working
with LCV manufacturer MAXUS on our

Show caption

seminar stage, which will be heading up a
dedicated session to help operators take
those first all-important steps towards
electrifying their fleet.
Past visitors to Freight in the City
have found it an ideal opportunity to not
only have key business discussions with
manufacturers and technology experts,
but also to meet exciting new contacts to
collaborate with on future projects.
Freight in the City is free to attend,
just register online for your ticket at
freightinthecity.com. It could be one of

the first opportunities you’ll have after
more than year of virtual meetings to
finally be face to face with your industry
peers once more and hopefully spark the
beginnings of new ideas and projects.
We hope to see you there!
l To register for your free ticket
to attend on 28 September, go to
freightinthecity.com
l Check out our regular Freight in the
City webinar series on freightinthecity.
com, bringing you key topics in a concise,
virtual format

Conference themes
A full-day conference will be taking place in the
centre of the exhibition hall, with a fantastic line-up
of speakers taking shape to cover topical urban
logistics themes, including:
l e-mobility;
l urban vehicle technology today and on the
horizon;
l operator trials and smart delivery models;
l digital kerbside management;
l city warehousing and micro hubs, and much,
much more.
Check out freightinthecity.com for
n
e
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Star attraction
It’s a full house on the exhibition ﬂoor again this year with an
array of exciting city-centric vehicles, including some making
their
show debut.
Major HGV and van manufacturers DAF Trucks, Dennis
Eagle, Iveco, MA S, Mercedes-Benz Trucks, Renault Trucks,
Scania and Volvo Trucks will all be at the show with their
latest ranges of clean, safe city vehicles. There will also be
innovative models on display from exhibitors such as Astra
Vehicle Technologies, Clairvaux, Dawsongroup, Dennison
Trailers, Fraikin, Refuse Vehicle Solutions, Tevva and many
more.
At the lighter end of the scale, why not browse the exciting
range on offer from E-CARGO VEHICLES, or check out a number
of all-electric utility models on display from Bradshaw Electric
Vehicles.
Our popular Compliance and nowledge Zone will be back
once again, which is the place to head to to connect with key
organisations such as Association of Fleet Professionals,
CLOCS, the RHA and Zemo Partnership for the latest on policy
guidance and ﬂeet support.
All the additional kit you need to keep your urban ﬂeet
operational can be found in abundance with ﬁrms such as
power systems ﬁrm Mastervolt ﬂeet expert Hireco body-builder
Thompsons solar power innovator TRAILAR lighting expert
Aspock
tyre manufacturer Continental Tyres powertrain
designer Allison Transmission ﬁnancier Close Brothers and
safety technology from Parksafe Automotive, Spillard Safety
Systems and Truck Door Windows.

SICHARGE D
Dynamic and flexible DC charging
for fleet operators.

Take advantage of SICHARGE D – superior charging
technology combined with support and software packages
to build future-ready charging infrastructure at your site.
siemens.com/sicharge-d
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MAXUS drives switch to green
Climate change has emerged as one
of the defining issues of the Covid-19
era and when it comes to greener
motoring, MAXUS continues to lead
the charge.
Having launched its first electric van
in 2016, Harris MAXUS is proud to,
once again, join forces with Freight in the
City in a shared goal to create a carbonneutral motoring industry by driving the
switch to greener fleets.
Manufactured by SAIC and
distributed in the UK by Harris,
MAXUS is the one brand that
continuously goes the extra mile for its
customers.
Range, spec, reliability and an
unrivalled aftercare service underpin
MAXUS’s latest fleet of eLCVs, which
includes the eDELIVER 3 and its larger
counterpart, the eDELIVER 9.
Designed from the ground up for
electric power only, the eDELIVER 3
is a small van that can clock up to
198 miles on a single charge. Available in
a number of variants with several battery
and wheelbase options, the eDELIVER
3 is a versatile vehicle that can suit a
range of business needs.

The eDELIVER 9 has it all in terms
of spec, space and is 100% electric. A
cutting-edge electric LCV, this large van
is capable of 219 miles on a single charge.
The vehicle is available in three
battery options and a number of variants,
including crew cab, chassis and minibus
models.
Harris MAXUS is one of the few
manufacturers in the UK that offers
a full fleet of EVs and invites anyone
interested in making the switch to get in
touch with their local MAXUS electric
vehicle dealer.
Go to saicmaxus.co.uk for more details

EVs unplugged

If you are planning to switch to electric
delivery vehicles and have lots of questions
– where to deploy them, upfront investment,
recharging infrastructure, real-life range
expectations, maintenance and driver
training needs – this session at Freight in
the City is your chance to ask the experts.
MAXUS will take to the stage alongside
operators and technology experts to run
through your need-to-know information in
an interactive discussion with the audience.

Siemens Charging Zone makes show debut
Want to make the switch to electric vans
or trucks in your fleet? Whether you
run just one or 100-plus vehicles, then
the chances are that electric vehicle
infrastructure is top of your agenda.

8
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This year, Freight in the City Expo
has teamed up with Siemens eMobility to
create the ‘Charging Zone’, a dedicated
area in the exhibition hall focusing on the
path to depot electrification.
Meet Siemens tech experts and
consultants, who can talk you through
charging infrastructure, fleet management
software and service options, as well
as solving any electric vehicle charging
challenges you may have or helping you
meet these end goals – whether that’s cost
or carbon reduction.
Bernard Magee, director of electric
vehicle charging, Siemens UK and
Ireland, said: “In the past 18 months, the

electric vehicle market has exploded, but
for many commercial vehicle operators,
the move to electric can feel like a
challenge. Ultimately, a successful fleet
electrification strategy is the combination
of key components that work seamlessly
together – the charging infrastructure, the
vehicles, the power distribution system,
software monitoring, service and support.
“At Freight in the City we’ll be
focusing on demystifying the transition
to an electric fleet, helping attendees
understand the steps to electrification
and how to align these with your day-today fleet operational needs.”
For more info visit siemens.com/emobility

FREIGHT IN THE CITY

Freight in the City catches up with Andy Eastlake, MD of newly rebranded
Zemo Partnership, on how the organisation is supporting the sector
in its transition towards zero-emission fleet movements

Accelerating to zero emissions
In February this year, the Low Carbon
Vehicle Partnership (LowCVP)
rebranded to become Zemo Partnership.
The change is an acknowledgment
that low carbon is no longer enough.
It highlights the fact that UK road
transport emissions will have to be zero
by 2050.
The partnership is independent and
not-for-profit and is jointly funded by
government and its members, whose
breadth of backgrounds and perspectives
make it unique.
Working through collaboration, we
bring together the widest range of key
stakeholders – government, industry,
NGOs, and experts from other fields –
to create a shared vision of how we can
accelerate progress in transport towards
zero emissions.
Since 2003, we’ve played a pivotal
role in measures to cut emissions from
UK road transport. We’ve shaped
government policy, regulation and
initiatives, influenced business strategy
and provided information and advice to
those working to cut emissions, improve
air quality, and combat climate change.
We believe in using ‘all the tools in
the box’ to cut transport emissions. While
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electrification is now a viable option for
cars, vans and some smaller, short-range
commercial vehicles, there are challenges
for larger and longer-haul trucks.
Zemo Partnership has been working
to ensure that all fleet and vehicle
operators are aware of the options
available to them now for cutting carbon
and other polluting emissions from their
operations.
We recently published, for example,
a report into high-blend renewable
biofuels, which provides operators with a
viable near-term opportunity for cutting
emissions.
To support their
uptake, we’ve also
implemented a
Renewable Fuels
Assurance Scheme, which
provides operators with
independent validation
that the renewable fuels
they are using meet the
highest standards in
terms of sustainability.
Alongside these, there is

also an updated Renewable Fuels Guide
available to download free from our
website.
With the first clean air zone (CAZ)
now in operation in Bath – following
London’s ULEZ and Glasgow’s LEZ
and several more CAZs on their way –
many operators are considering retrofit
solutions that can provide a cost-effective
way to cut emissions and meet tougher
new air quality regulations.
Zemo Partnership has published
an updated Clean Vehicle Retrofit
Technology Guide, which provides
operators with the latest information on
the options available through the Clean
Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation Scheme
(CVRAS), which Zemo Partnership
runs in collaboration with Energy Saving
Trust.
Come and visit us on our stand at
Freight in the City Expo and pick up a
copy of our recent guides and talk to our
experts on the options available to clean
up emissions from your vehicle fleet.
Find out more about all our recent work
and download resources at zemo.org.uk

FREIGHT IN THE CITY

Goupil G6 electric hits UK market
The Goupil G6, a 100% electrical utility
vehicle, is now available in the UK. This
new addition expands the Goupil family,
making the G6 a credible, environmental
and economical solution for the
sub-3,500kg market.
Designed for urban and suburban
areas, the new Goupil G6 offers,
depending on the configuration, a
payload up to 1,200kg and a loading
capacity up to 9cu m. Offering a smooth
ride, the G6 can reach 50mph with a
range of up to 94 miles according to
the WLTP cycle. Thanks to the 6.6kW
charger, the 30kWh battery can be fully
charged in 5 hours using an electric
charging station.
The cab and driving position have
been designed to offer a high level of
driver and passenger comfort.
The G6 comes with a comprehensive
set of standard equipment: three-seater
cab, electric windows, heated wing
mirrors, regenerative braking, light and
rain sensors. An LCD HD colour display

allows real-time monitoring of electrical
consumption and gives drivers access to
the vehicle’s key features.
A novel design, the G6 is available
with many body configurations: pick-up,
cage tipper, 9cu m box van, bulky waste
collector and hydraulic hook lift, as well
as a pressure washer and leaf collector
options.

Keeping with the Goupil DNA for
unparalleled flexibility, the chassis design
enables bodybuilders to readily install
customised bodies, like aerial work
platforms, rear-load waste collection
body, refrigerated bodies, and many
more.
Find out more about Bradshaw Electric
Vehicles at bradshawev.com

Renault Trucks expands all-electric ZE range
Renault Trucks continues to lead the
charge in sustainable urban transport
with its all-electric ZE line-up. From 3.1
to 26 tonnes, with zero tailpipe emissions
and quiet electric engines, all vehicles in
the range allow access to inner city areas
with the strictest emissions standards.
The 16-tonne D ZE and 26-tonne
D Wide ZE can be specified with 66kWh
battery packs, giving an operating
range of up to 400km. Both
are backed by Renault Trucks’
battery performance promise,
which guarantees the power
available to operate electric
vehicles for up to 10 years.
New for 2021, the D
Wide ZE low-entry cab
offers improved ergonomics,
visibility and safety, alongside
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productivity and efficiency for urban
operations including waste, distribution
and light construction.
The new 3.5-tonne Master ZE, which
joins the 3.1-tonne, is offered in platform
and chassis cab, opening up a wider range
of utility applications.
Additionally, from 2023, an all-electric
Renault Trucks offer will be available
for distribution, construction and long

distance, with preparations under way to
market a ZE tractor.
Renault Trucks works in partnership
with operators to tailor the right electric
solution for the application, from vehicle
specification to finance, bringing clarity
on range, infrastructure and technology,
backed by the aftersales support of its
dealer network.
Alex Williams, head of brand and
communications at Renault Trucks
UK and Ireland, said: “As well as
showcasing our latest innovations
for cleaner, safer, more sustainable
urban transport from our unrivalled
ZE range, we’re looking forward
to welcoming visitors to our stand,
when we can meet once again in
person – it’s been too long.”
See renault-trucks.co.uk for details

FREIGHT IN THE CITY

E-CARGO eyes last-mile delivery sector
E-CARGO Vehicles fully understands
the world of logistics is changing and the
importance of clean vehicle technology
to sustainable fleet movements.
It acknowledges the huge challenges
that last-mile deliveries can pose:
emission and noise pollution, congestion
charges and ever-demanding customer
delivery times are just some.
Working in the electric vehicle sector
for the past eight years, the manufacturer
understands the importance of electric
vehicle technology when applied
to last-mile logistics. To combat the
difficulties, E-CARGO Vehicles offers a
range of purposely designed all-electric
four-wheeled, single-seated driver
cab mini vehicles. Each are fitted with
Lithium ion batteries and feature an

The VE500 has a payload of 500kg

on-board smart fast charging system,
which enables the vehicles to be charged
in only 2 to 3 hours from a domestic
power supply.
Options include the:
l VE 300: a micro mini van suitable for
dry/food deliveries. Payload 300kg, range

100km and maximum speed 52km/h;
l VE 500: a mini van suitable for larger
volume deliveries. Payload 500kg, range
120km, and maximum speed 52km;
l VE 500R: a refrigerated mini van for
controlled temperature deliveries (-18C ).
2.4-litre capacity, range 100km, maximum
speed 52km/h;
l VE 500DS: a dropside mini truck for
municipal and recreational maintenance.
Payload 450km, range 120km, and
maximum speed 52km/h.
“E-CARGO Vehicles is pleased to
support this year’s Freight in the City
Expo, where a number of our options
will be displayed,” said Vernon Edwards,
from E-CARGO Vehicles.
For more information, go to
e-cargovehicles.com

TRAILAR integrates telematics into solar panel technology
green tech ﬁrm TRAILAR has integrated
telematics into its solar-powered commercial
vehicle technology.
The TRAILAR Insights platform allows
operators free access to data on fuel and
emissions, in addition to GPS tracking, asset
utilisation, tail-lift counts and battery condition
reporting.
TRAILAR’s solar panels have been gaining
momentum across the industry as operators
look to the beneﬁts of integrating solar power
with commercial vehicles including mitigating
fuel costs and reducing vehicle emissions.
The manufacturer said that since 2020,
ﬂeet operators including Royal Mail and DHL
Supply Chain have opted for TRAILAR’s solar
technology standard when procuring new
vehicles.
Despite the pandemic, the team at TRAILAR
has continued to expand, with transport
businesses now accustomed to operating
within the pandemic.
Aaron Thomas, TRAILAR co-founder and MD,
said: 2021 is a year of opportunity and change
for many businesses, which is where TRAILAR
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All new electric vehicles on the Ocado fleet will feature TRAILAR telematics

looks to position itself, especially with the
government planning to announce the National
Decarbonisation Plan in the upcoming months.
Working with MPs and the DfT, TRAILAR has
obtained its solar technology’s inclusion into
the upcoming plans, to enable operators to
tackle emissions while being commercially and
operationally beneﬁcial.
TRAILAR’s solar technology is being

deployed on diesel ﬂeets across nine different
companies, as well as expanding into the
growing electric vehicle sector.
Ocado Retail has stated that TRAILAR solar
technology will be standard across all new EV
delivery vans, due to the electrical contribution
the solar system can provide, said Thomas.
n
t
e
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Hi Vue Fresnel lens aids recovery
Blind spot solutions provider Lens-Tech
has highlighted the role its Hi Vue
Fresnel lens model can play as an HGV
disaster recovery kit.
While cameras and in-cab video
monitors offer drivers a good-quality
screen display, they potentially serve to
increase their workload, according to
Lens-Tech.
Lens-Tech chief executive Les Haigh
said: “Sadly, the driver – having to avert
his eyes from the road ahead so as to
look towards the dashboard to seek out
the monitor screen – has resulted in a
lengthening of precious split-second
visual acquisition time.
“This new phenomenon, known as
‘dashboard overload’, results in electronic
video monitoring being counter-intuitive.
Simply, humans are geared to turn their
heads and eyes towards where they
perceive danger lurks – which in the
case of driving a vehicle is either directly

Lens-Tech model makes an essential fix in seconds

ahead or to the vehicle’s left- or righthand window sides.”
In the event of the camera or monitor
failing or being damaged, Lens Tech said
its Hi Vue Fresnel lens model makes
an essential fix in seconds, a blind spot
solution that enables a truck to finish
its delivery, before having the electronic
equipment replaced.

The company said
its self-adhesive Fresnel
lens combines the best
light-bending properties
within a small (A5 size),
flat PVC or acrylic lens,
which press-sticks to the
passenger side window
and immediately affords
an at-a-glance lens view
into the close proximity
mirror blind spot area.
Haigh said the DVSA
has backed Fresnel lenses
since 2007 and that they have a proven
statistical record in saving lives by
offering the driver an extra view.
“Whether fixed to the passenger
window or to the glove box, why
wouldn’t you want to be armed with a
fit-in-seconds, disaster recovery lens kit?”
he said.
Go to lens-tech.com for more details

Astra and Guest designing 7.2-tonne electric Iveco
Chassis conversion specialist Astra
Vehicle Technologies is working with
Guest Truck and Van to produce an
electric 7.2-tonne Iveco Daily.

The Iveco 7.2-tonne Daily will have a 220km range
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The electric 7.2-tonne vehicle, with a
range of up to 220km, will be fitted with
a caged tipper body and join Ringway’s
fleet; a company providing highway
services in London.
Astra removed the diesel engine
and gearbox and replaced it with a fully
integrated zero-emission electric drivetrain.
Astra Vehicle Technologies owner
John Chadderton said: “This is a first
for the UK in terms of converting a
vehicle in this weight range to electric.
The conversion process is not just about
removing an engine and bolting on a
motor, it’s about seamlessly integrating
electric power into all of the primary
and ancillary systems of the vehicle,
such as steering, braking and original
manufacturer control systems.”
Ringway is making a significant
investment in making its fleet more
environmentally friendly and converting

existing vehicles to deliver best practice.
Ringway chief executive Scott
Wardrop said: “We are committed
to creating a greener future – taking
responsibility for the things we can
change now, that make a difference for
future generations. This means improved
air quality, quieter operations and
safer working for our teams and the
communities we work in.”
Guest Truck and Van, the UK’s
leading Iveco vehicle dealer, supplied the
vehicle and supported Astra in ensuring
the conversion was fully integrated in
line with the functionality associated
with Iveco vehicles.
Robert Spittle, MD of Guest Truck
and Van, said: “We hope this is the first
of many conversions of its kind, not just
for highways companies but a variety of
operators using 5- to 7-tonne vehicles.”
Go to astra-vt.com for more

FREIGHT IN THE CITY

How to demystify asset finance
Close Brothers Asset Finance has found
many business owners and decisionmakers have a limited understanding
of what asset finance is and how it can
help them. It has therefore published an
overview for operators to explain the
basics and whether it might be a good fit
for their business.

WHAT IS ASSET FINANCE?
Asset finance is an alternative form of
funding used by businesses to obtain the
equipment, vehicles, or capital needed
for expansion.

WHAT’S THE POINT OF ASSET FINANCE?
It makes the otherwise unaffordable
affordable as it gives businesses access
to the vehicles and equipment they
need without incurring the cashflow
disadvantage of an outright purchase.

WHAT ARE TYPICAL FINANCE PRODUCTS?
l Hire purchase (HP) allows customers
to buy equipment on credit. The finance
company purchases the asset on behalf of
the customer and owns the asset until the
final instalment is paid.

Learn how best to fund fleet expansion

l Refinancing (capital release): the
finance company purchases the asset
from your business and finances it
back to you, releasing the equity raised
into your cashflow. At the end of the
refinance term, you own the asset.
l Finance lease: the full value of the
equipment is repaid to the finance
company, plus interest, over the lease
period.

l Operating lease: this allows you to rent
the asset from us while you need it.

WHY CLOSE BROTHERS ASSET FINANCE?
Our finance specialists work with businesses
to provide funding for new and used vehicles
and equipment, so if you are looking to
expand or replace vehicles, we can help.
For more details, go to closeassetfinance.
co.uk/transport-and-logistics

FORS offers help during pandemic with rate cut
FORS has
reduced its annual
subscription fee for
new and existing
members. The
reductions are the
latest in a series of
measures FORS has
put in place to assist
operators during
the UK’s health emergency, including
the provision of free training courses
for drivers and managers, and a move to
remote auditing
Reductions apply to existing members
and to new registrations from 1 March
2021, with revised costs calculated
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Vehicles Current fee From 1 March
in fleet
1
£65
£60
2-5
£80
£75
6-10
£420
£400
11-25
£630
£600
26-50
£900
£850
51-100
£1,700
£1,650
>100
£2,250
£2,150

according to fleet size.
During the pandemic, FORS has
maintained its commitment to members,
moving all its FORS Professional training
portfolio and other services – including

audits – to online platforms. It provides
further support running free courses for
the mandatory driver training at Silver
(Safe Urban Driving/Van Smart) and
Gold (LoCITY Driving) levels.
Director John Hix said: “We have
worked hard to maintain our service
levels during the health crisis and we
have strived to deliver some financial
respite that’s fair to all members based
on fleet size and regardless of whether
they are new or existing members.
“Our members know that FORS best
practice can deliver operational savings
and I urge all operators to maintain their
focus on safety and efficiency.”
See fors-online.org.uk for details

FREIGHT IN THE CITY

Watch the latest industry webinars
While poised to broadcast in the
coming months will be:

To keep you abreast of the latest
sustainable fleet technology, Freight
in the City has been running a series
of regular, free-to-attend monthly
webinars.
Already broadcast this year have
been two exciting events, which are
available to view at freightinthecity.
com: ‘Driving innovation in urban
freight’ and ‘Electrification of waste and
recycling vehicles’.

The future of sustainable HGV fuels
2.00-3.30pm
Wednesday 26 May 2021
In association with Volvo Trucks
Which route will HGV fuels take in
industry’s quest to decarbonise fleet
movements? Is the time now right for
my fleet to explore non-diesel vehicle
options? How do I know which fuel is
right for my operation? These questions
and many more will be answered as
experts from Volvo Trucks look at HGV
technology on the market now, soon to
emerge and those future technologies
progressing through the R&D pipeline.
Renewable diesel and its role in meeting
climate objectives
10.30am-12.00pm

Wednesday 16 June 2021
In association with DAF Trucks
DAF Trucks explains why renewable
diesel alternative hydrotreated vegetable
oil (HVO) is a key element in its overall
environmental strategy. Also presenting
will be HVO supplier Green Bio Fuels
and major fleet operator Hovis.
Birmingham City Council CV Fleet
Decarbonisation Webinar
10.00am -12.30pm
Thursday 17 June 2021
A free-to-attend webinar aimed at
HGV and van operators exploring the
route they need to take to decarbonise
fleet movements.
Register online to attend these
webinars and check out what’s in the
pipeline for the rest of the year at
freightinthecity.com

See clearly with Truck Door Windows panels
TfL’s Direct Vision Standard has focused
on the importance of ensuring drivers
have the widest field of view from their
cab to enhance hazard detection around
their vehicle.
Research has shown that HGV blind
spots can play a devastating role in
collisions with cyclists and pedestrians,
particularly when a vehicle is turning left
at a junction.
To help eliminate the nearside blind
spot for drivers, Truck Door Windows has
developed an easy-to-install glass panel
system for HGV passenger doors (right).
The single-glazed, type approved glassbonded panels are fitted into the door
of an HGV cab in as little as 24 hours,
preserving the door’s structural integrity,
preventing condensation and eliminating
dirt ingress. They are also available
with the option to lower the passenger
cab window, without the mechanism
obscuring any view through the panel.
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They are recognised by industry
schemes such as FORS and CLOCs and
form part of TfL’s Safe System Permit
that operators are required to obtain if
their original vehicle does not meet the
required standard of direct vision.
The company, which is based in
Dartford, is a service partner for
Boweld Bodies and Transcover
sheeting, and provides chassis/
axle straightening, paint shop
and fabrication, and access ramps
through its Compak Ramp
division.
Truck Door Windows business
development manager Keith
Banks said: “We are situated in a
part of the UK that is subject to
unprecedented regeneration that
requires reliable heavy transport
support services.
“We are here to support
operators involved in projects

such as the Thames Tideway Tunnel,
Lower Thames Crossing project and
London Paramount theme park that will
be driving commerce in the area over
the next few decades.”
For more information, go to
truck-door-windows.com

FREIGHT IN THE CITY

It’s round two of Current Wars
Back in the 1800s, Thomas Edison and
Nicola Tesla had an infamous battle over
the relative merits of direct current (DC)
and alternating current (AC) electricity,
writes Tevva sales and marketing director
David Thackray (right).
The Current Wars, as they came to
be known, captured the imagination of
a world that was racing into the era of
electricity.
Today’s race for vehicle electrification
has given rise to a 21st century rerun of
Edison and Tesla’s spat – this time with
both corners of the ring occupied by
companies taking Tesla’s name. In one
corner, Elon Musk is the champion of
battery technology, gleefully rubbishing
‘fool cells’ as he likes to call the hydrogen
solution. In the opposite corner we
have Nikola taking equal and opposite
pleasure decrying the weight and

recharge time of batteries.
They’re both wrong. Yes, batteries
are heavy and slower to replenish – but
they’re electrically far more efficient
and far cheaper to run. Hydrogen is
the opposite in every respect. Both will
evolve for the better – no one knows how
far or how fast.

Every electric truck is a compromise
between range, payload and total cost.
Exactly what compromise suits an
operator best depends on the duty cycle.
What’s clear is that electric vehicle range
varies. For any vehicle to guarantee a
given range, it will need 150% of its
typical daily energy requirement and
250% of what it needs on its ‘best’ day.
Therefore, you have a ‘core’ energy
need and a ‘contingency’ energy need.
In non-weight-critical cases, both can be
fulfilled by heavy but efficient batteries.
More typically, it makes sense to meet
the ‘core’ energy need from batteries
and to satisfy the ‘contingent’ need
(used occasionally and sparingly) with a
lightweight hydrogen range extender.
So, it’s not batteries or hydrogen, it’s
both. At Tevva, we can supply either.
Find out more at tevva.com

Webﬂeet telematics helps switch to electric
Telematics is supporting the drive to
electric for commercial fleets, according
to Webfleet Solutions director UK and
Ireland Beverley Wise.
Air pollution has been recognised as
the biggest environmental risk to public
health, with the government tasking local
councils to help tackle the issue.
Clean air zones (CAZs) have been
introduced in London and Bath and are
due to be rolled out in other cities across
the country, including Bradford, Oxford,
Bristol and Birmingham.
Combined with a new 0%benefit-inkind tax rate for electric vans, the call to
action for businesses – particularly those
that regularly work in CAZs – is growing
louder. Fleets are responding in kind,
making the electric vehicle transition
apace. Although e-LCV adoption is
playing catch up with the e-car market,
the trend is firmly upwards as the
business case strengthens.
Research by Webfleet Solutions
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found almost two-thirds (65%) of UK
commercial LCVs could be replaced
with electric models – higher than other
European countries.
By using the Fleet Electrification
Planning Report, a new feature of the
Webfleet fleet management solution,
recommendations can be made on
which ICE vehicles can be replaced
with electric alternatives, based on daily
driven distances. It concluded that if a
vehicle drove fewer than 186 miles a
day over a 12-month period, it could be

replaced with an EV – a driving distance
that reflects the average range of the
most commonly available electric cars
and LCVs.
For commercial fleet managers, the
question of whether an electric vehicle
is capable of efficiently and safely
completing the trips taken on a daily
basis is paramount. Telematics data can
provide the answer, while supporting
them in the electrification process and
their e-fleet’s on-going management.
See webfleet.com for more details

